Rag Lap Quilt
Skill level: Beginner
Designed by
Alexandra Henry
Sewn by
Charlene Allison

Back of quilt

Easy to make, reversible and snuggly warm. Make one for every member of your family to keep warm while
watching television or reading. Great project for a beginner quiltter. Sample is 60” x 60”. Use contrasting
fabrics for the back of the quilt for a nice visual effect. Extra fabric is needed if larger size is made.

Requirements
One M & S Textiles 10” square Charm Pack (fabrics may vary)
17⁄8 yds contrast backing fabric - M & S Textiles Sandhill Charcoal - SANC
17⁄8 yds contrast backing fabric - M & S Textiles Untitled Red - UNR
Thirty-six 8¾” squares batting
Thread
Rotary cutter and related supplies
Sewing machine and related supplies
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Step 1. Cutting Instructions.
Cut eighteen 10” squares each of the backing fabrics.
Pick out thirty-six of the 10” charm squares.

Step 2. Layer the squares. Place one 10” backing
square wrong sides together with one 10” charm
square with one batting square inbetween. Center the
batting and align the edges of the fabric squares.
Repeat for remaining squares.

Step 3. Quilt along both diagonals of each square,
through all the layers.

Step 4. Place the backs of two squares together, aligning the raw edges. Stitch along one side using a 5⁄8”
seam allowance. Seam allowances will be to the front.
Repeat until six blocks are stitched together. Do not
press seam allowances. Repeat this step until six rows
are sewn together.
Step 5. Sew the rows together using a 5⁄8” seam allowance. Be sure to place the backs together so the seam
allowances are to the front of the quilt.

Front of Quilt

HINT: Alternate the seam allowances of the rows so the
seams butt together.
Step 6. Stitch around the entire out edge of the quilt
using a 5⁄8” seam allowance.

Back of Quilt

Step 7. Clip all seam allowances not more than 3⁄8”
deep. Make the clips about ¾” apart and close to
where the seams intersect.
Step 8. Wash the quilt so the ragged edges ruffle.
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